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Transit Fair will inaugurate
Guaranteed Ride Home Program

Brain images suggest link between
oxygen usage and stroke
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Aaron Hamvas, M.D., helps
newborns survive and thrive
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Wrighton addresses
congressional panel
Science Coalition presents
'Great Advances' in research

International Advisory Council for Asia meets sandeepsikka (standing), a
doctoral student in computer science from New Delhi, India, participates with other Asian students
in a presentation about their Washington University experiences to University administrators,
faculty, trustees and members of the International Advisory Council for Asia during the council's
third annual meeting Sept. 20-21. Among the council's goals is advising the University on issues
such as recruitment of Asian students, placement and internships, alumni relations and scholarships and other philanthropic programs. Fourteen council members came i<*»mAsia4o attend the
meeting on campus and participate in the University's campaign kick-off weekend. Other students
pictured are (from left) Itaru Shiraishi from Kobe, Japan; Marifel Moyano from the Philippines; and
Hwakang Song from Seoul, Korea.

Arvidson named McDonnell Professor
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

Raymond E. Arvidson, Ph.D.,
chair of the Department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences in
Arts and Sciences, has been
appointed the James S.
McDonnell Distinguished
University Professor at Washington University.
Arvidson's research is in the
area of Earth and space sciences,
particularly the inner solar system
planets of Mars and Venus and
environmental studies of Earth.
In announcing Arvidson's
appointment, Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton said: "Professor
Arvidson is one of the world's
leading scholars in his field and a
great academic leader. We are
fortunate to have him at Washington University and to be able to

Arvidson is a 25-year
veteran of NASA
missions and programs
and will be part of the
team for the Mars 2001
mission.
recognize his extraordinary
achievements."
Arvidson and his research
group manage NASA's Planetary
Data System Geosciences Node, a
facility available to planetary
scientists worldwide containing
images and planetary data from
missions to Mars, the moon and
Venus. A 25-year veteran of NASA
missions and programs, he

recently was appointed interdisciplinary scientist for NASA's Mars
Surveyor Program 2001 Mission
as well as deputy principal
investigator with the Athena
science team for the 2003 and
2005 rover missions.
Arvidson has published more
than 100 articles and books
dealing with remote sensing on
Earth, Mars and Venus. He earned
a bachelor's degree in geology
from Temple University in 1969
and a master's (1971) and a
doctorate (1974), both in geology,
from Brown University. He joined
the Washington University earth
and planetary sciences department in 1974. He was made full
professor in 1984 and in 1991 was
appointed chair of the department. He also is a fellow of the
See Arvidson, page 6

Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton
was one of three university
chief executives to address
the U.S. House of Representatives
Science Committee Thursday,
Sept. 24. Wrighton spoke at a
breakfast meeting in the Rayburn
House Office Building in the
nation's capital.
Wrighton joined George Rupp,
Ph.D., president of Columbia
University, and Michael Aiken,
Ph.D., chancellor of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
on the occasion of the release of
the Science Coalition's Great
Advances report, a sampling of
thousands of scientific advances
achieved during the 105th
Congress. More than a dozen
members of Congress attended, as
did many administrators of U.S.
universities.
The Science Coalition is an
alliance of more than 400
organizations, institutions and
individuals including public and
private universities, scientific
societies, Nobel laureates,

businesses, voluntary health
organizations, medical groups and
health care providers dedicated to
sustaining the federal
government's historical commitment to U.S. leadership in basic
research. Washington University is
a coalition member.
The Science Coalition report
highlights advances across a
myriad of scientific fields and
disciplines. The report features
advances from more than 50
universities, including Washington University.
Wrighton emphasized the need
for federal funding for scientific
research in the future and focused
on new challenges and economic
opportunities for which scientific
discovery plays a pivotal role.
"We in the university community"*are deeply grateful for the
federal support that has been
extended to us for advanced
education and research,"
Wrighton remarked. "To use a
scientific analogy, the Congress
See Wrighton, page 2

Bill Gates to address students,
promote computer careers
Microsoft Corp. chairman and
chief executive officer Bill
Gates will deliver an address
Oct. 13 in the Field House at the
Athletic Complex during a visit
to St. Louis in a program open
only to St. Louis area college
students, at the company's
request. Washington University
students must have a ticket to
hear Gates' talk.
Other members of the
University community may view
the Gates address at remote

closed-circuit TV locations, still to
be announced.
In conjunction with Gates'
address, there will be a separate
Universitywide Career Fair
sponsored by the Washington
University Chapter of the National
Society of Black Engineers
(SOBE). The Career Fair will be
held in the recreational gymnasium of the Athletic Complex
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Oct. 13
and will be open to any current
See Gates, page 2

Microprobe coming to McDonnell Center
One-of-a-kind instrument helps analyze cosmic dust
BY SUSAN KILLENBERG

The National Science
Foundation's (NSF) Major
Research Instrumentation
program has awarded $500,000 to
a research group in the
McDonnell Center for the Space
Sciences in Arts and Sciences to
complete the purchase and
installation of a NANOSIMS, a
one-of-its-kind ion microprobe.
When completed, the NANOSIMS
will be the only instrument in the
world that will allow researchers
to analyze cosmic dust particles so
small that they can't even be seen
with an optical microscope.
The NSF grant complements
i million already committed by

NASA and $500,000 awarded by
the McDonnell Center toward the
purchase of the NANOSIMS,
according to Robert M. Walker,
Ph.D., McDonnell Professor of
physics and director of the
McDonnell Center. The grants
have been awarded to the center's
extraterrestrial materials group
headed by Walker.
The NANOSIMS, which is
being manufactured in Paris and
will be ready for delivery to
Compton Hall late next winter,
represents a breakthrough in ion
microprobe technology, according
to Walker.
A typical ion microprobe,
which is a powerful instrument
used to measure the isotopes of

interstellar material, can measure
grains weighing as little as a
millionth of a millionth of a
gram. By studying the isotopic
composition of these particles,
researchers are gaining new
information on nuclear and
chemical processes in stars and on
conditions during the formation
of the solar system.
When the NANOSIMS is
completed, however, researchers
will be able to measure particles
10 times smaller than what is
possible with any current ion
microprobe, including the one
now at the McDonnell Center.
Walker said that most of the
detailed astrophysical information
See Microprobe, page 6

HiStOry 111 hiS hand Philip Ozersky, research technician in the Human Genome Sequencing Laboratory at the
School of Medicine, displays the ball that Cardinals'
superslugger Mark McGwire slammed into the left field stands
for his 70th home run of the season Sunday, Sept. 27. Ozersky,
attending the game with some 100 co-workers from the
medical school, nabbed the ball despite a shoulder injury.
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Exploring alternatives
Transit Fair planned for Oct. 5

Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton testifies before the Science Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives Thursday, Sept. 24. George Rupp, Ph.D., president of Columbia University, and Michael Aiken,
Ph.D., chancellor of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, also testified about the importance
of federal funding for research.

Wrighton
Addresses committee
of Congress Sept. 24
- from page 1

provides, like thermodynamics,
the set of laws defining what is
possible. The universities are the
catalytic sites where the possibilities are realized. The faculty,
students and staff are the people
who make it happen. The people
at universities are in a partnership
with the society at large, and the
research and advanced education
are for the benefit of society."
During his remarks, Wrighton
noted the remarkable advances
that have been made in addressing
important problems and creating
new opportunities, including
advancing information science
and technology to assure national
security; improving human health;
and enhancing the environment
while promoting economic wellbeing. He said that the federal role
in support of research universities
is critical to fueling advances in
science and technology, not only
because important discoveries "
stem from university programs

but also because highly educated
people leave universities with
"know-how and show-how" that is
vital to the companies they join.
The Science Coalition believes
that public and private research
universities play a crucial role in
the nation's innovation system.
They conduct most of the basic
research in America today, whether
it is funded through federal or
private sources. In the process,
they educate the next generation of
scientists and engineers, usually by
involving them in that research.
The federal government's role
in supporting basic research has
proven to be among the most
productive of all public investments, improving the quality of
living while generating impressive
returns through economic growth
and job creation.
The Washington University
breakthroughs over the past year
that are mentioned in the report
are:
• the work of the Genome
Sequencing Center in the School
of Medicine, funded by the
National Institutes of Health
(NIH) and led by Robert H.
Waterston, M.D., Ph.D., the James
S. McDonnell Professor and head
of genetics;

• the National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded work of Karen
L. Wooley, Ph.D., assistant
professor of chemistry in Arts and
Sciences, who has made improvements to synthetic polymer
particles resembling Polish
pastries that could someday be
used in drug and gene therapies;
• two major inventions to
accelerate the Internet rapidly,
made and patented by George
Varghese, Ph.D., associate
professor of computer science,
and Jonathan S. Turner, Ph.D., the
Henry Edwin Sever Professor of
Engineering, in projects funded
by the NSF;
• the NIH-funded discovery by
Marc R. Hammerman, M.D., the
Chromalloy Professor of Renal
Diseases in Medicine and director
of the Renal Division in the
medical school, of a new way to
grow kidneys, which could lessen
the need for human donor organs;
and
• the first look at the birth of a
human memory with the use of
sophisticated neuroimaging
instrumentation by Randy L.
Bucker, Ph.D., assistant professor
of psychology in Arts and
Sciences, and medical school
collaborators, funded by the
National Institute on Aging.

News Briefs
Wanderlust?
Explore distant destinations
without ever leaving campus.
The Washington University
Association opens the 101st
season of its Travel Lecture
Series Friday, Oct. 2, with film
writer and producer Sandy
Mortimer presenting "Stories
from the Holy Lands." Other
locales featured in St. Louis'
oldest and best-known travel
lecture series are Italy, Cuba,
Portugal, South Africa,
Patagonia, the Rocky Mountains and Florida. The series,
which continues the first Friday
of each month through May,
features travel filmmakers
presenting and discussing their
films. Each lecture will be
presented twice, at 6 and
8:30 p.m., in Graham Chapel.
The single subscription fee for
the series is $26. Individual
tickets for each lecture also are
available. For more information, call 935-5212.

southwest of St. Louis. The Wild
Canid Survival and Research
Center is concerned with the
preservation and reintroduction of
canids and maintains a breeding
colony of wolves.
The World Bird
Sanctuary began with
an interest in the
conservation of raptors but has
expanded its range to include all
birds. Both groups operate
teaching and research programs.

Fresh air
University policy prohibits
smoking on the Hilltop Campus in
all spaces unless posted otherwise.
Departments may designate a
smoking area, but all areas without
signs are considered non-smoking.
Hilltop residence halls determine
their own smoking policies. All
provisions for smoking must be in
compliance with Missouri's
Smoke-Free Air Act.

Research at Tyson

Did you know?

Along with undergraduate and
graduate students conducting
long-term studies, two independent conservation groups
operate within the 2,000 acres
of oak-hickory forest that make
up Washington University's
Tyson Research Center

The first art museum west of the
Mississippi River was established
by Washington University on May
10, 1881. Named the St. Louis
School and Museum of Fine Arts,
it later gave rise to the City Art
Museum, now The Saint Louis Art
Museum. The University facilities

Campus quiz: Striking a
prayerful pose, this gentle
creature watches over what
Hilltop Campus spot?
Answer below.
were renamed the Gallery of Art
and the School of Fine Arts, now
the School of Art, the first in the
nation to come into being as
part of a university.
Answer: This figure and a facing
one, similarly pensive, stand vigil
on the archway between Busch
and January halls, facing east
across Brookings Quadrangle.
"News Briefs" includes short items on a wide range
of subjects, typically information about resources,
benefits and opportunities available to faculty and
staff. Readers are invited to submit briefs, which will
be used as space permits, to Betsy Rogers, Campus
Box 1070, or by e-mail, Betsy_Rogers@aismail.
wustj.edu. Please include your name and phone
number.

Between construction, traffic
and parking, the drive to
work can seem like the
longest part of the day. Discover
the alternatives at a Transit Fair
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 5, in Mallinckrodt Center.
The fair will promote the
concept of alternative transportation — using public transit,
carpools or traveling by bike or on
foot — as both economical and
practical. It can save time wasted
in traffic snarls and money spent
on gasoline and parking. And
because automobiles produce 25
percent of the hydrocarbons that
lead to ozone pollution in the
region, alternative transportation
helps reduce the area's air-quality
problem — a hazard noted by the
Environmental Protection Agency.
The fair will inaugurate the
Guaranteed Ride Home Program
on the Hilltop Campus. Highly
successful on the Medical Campus,
the program ensures carpool
participants a free taxi ride home
should they need to leave campus

early or work late. Information on
the program will be available at
the event.
For those not already in a
carpool, the not-for-profit group
RideFinders will be at the fair to
help. RideFinders assists in setting
up carpools by using a computer
database to match participants
based on their working hours,
where they live and where they
work.
Pledge cards also will be
available at the fair for people to
sign up to try an alternative form
of transportation for one week, be
it carpooling, taking MetroLink or
Bi-State bus, bicycling or walking
to work. Those completing pledge
cards will be entered into a
regionwide drawing for several
prizes, including a weekend
getaway for two in Hermann, Mo.;
a mountain bike; tickets to the
St. Louis Rams and the Saint
Louis Symphony Orchestra; and
movie passes.
For more information on the
fair, call 935-8667.

For more transit information
If you can't make the Transit Fair on Oct. 5, the following resources
can provide information on transportation alternatives:
• Bi-State Development Agency
(for MetroLink and bus schedule information)
From Missouri 231-2345
From Illinois (618) 271-2345
• RideFinders 621-7433
(for carpool information)
• MarkSiedband (Hilltop Campus
Transportation Management Coordinator) 935-8667
• Transportation Management Association
(for employees of the School of Medicine) 747-0706
■ University shuttle bus information 935-5601

Gates
Microsoft chairman
to address students
— from page 1

student with a valid I.D.
"The Society of Black
Engineers is proud and excited to
present its largest Universitywide
career fair in history," said Jonte
Greer, president of SOBE. "The
career fair will give both the
excellent companies exhibiting at
the fair and the students at
Washington University a
wonderful opportunity to
showcase themselves."
Gates' address will be part of a
speaking program called "Careers
in the Next Millennium." The
program is scheduled to begin at
4:30 p.m.
"The computing industry
needs more talented people
entering technology-related
fields," explained Scott Suhy,
General Manager of the MidAmerica Region for Microsoft
Corporation. "Bill Gates wants to
share his enthusiasm for the
computing profession and to
encourage those with aptitude

Washington University community news
News & Comments

Medical News
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and talent to choose careers in
this burgeoning field."
Tickets to Gates' talk will be
distributed on a first-come, firstserved basis to students with valid
Washington University I.D.s at
two scheduled distribution
periods Monday evening, Oct. 5,
and Tuesday morning, Oct. 6, at
the Information Desk in
Mallinckrodt Center. In addition,
a limited number of tickets will
be raffled to area college students
with valid I.D.s at the Career Fair
at 11 a.m., noon, 1,2,3 and 3:50
p.m. Students are limited to one
ticket apiece.
In addition to WU students, a
select number of students chosen
from all St. Louis area colleges
and universities will be invited to
attend the Gates address. Each
institution will establish its own
process for selecting students.
Gates will answer a limited
number of questions following
his talk. To submit a question,
e-mail it to: billg@wustl.edu.
More than 60 companies will
participate in the Career Fair.
This is the seventh annual fair
sponsored by SOBE. For more
information, call 935-6900 or
visit the SOBE Web site at http://
userfs.cec.wustl.edu/~sobe/
main.htm.
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Medical School Update
Stroke risk related to oxygen use in the brain
Finding revives interest in surgical option for some patients
BY JIM DRYDEN

By measuring oxygen use in
the brain, researchers at the
School of Medicine can
determine which patients with
blocked carotid arteries are at
high risk for a stroke.
The findings, reported in the
Sept. 23-30 issue of the Journal
of the American Medical
Association, could have implications for reviving a discarded
surgical procedure that increases
blood flow to the brain.
Robert L. Grubb Jr., M.D., the
Herbert Lourie Professor of
Neurological Surgery and
professor of radiology; William J.
Powers, M.D., professor of
neurology and associate professor of radiology; and colleagues
report that patients with
complete blockage of the carotid
artery and a condition called
hemodynamic failure face a
stroke risk six to seven times
greater than those with just a
blocked carotid artery. Hemodynamic failure occurs when the
brain is not receiving the normal
amount of oxygenated blood.
Using positron emission
tomography (PET) images, the
investigators measured blood
flow and oxygen metabolism in
the brains of 81 study subjects.
All had complete blockage of one
of their carotid arteries and had
suffered either a stroke or a
transient ischemic attack, which
resembles a stroke but resolves
itself in a few hours. The PET
scans suggested which patients
were in hemodynamic failure by
revealing the amount of blood
reaching their brains and the

percentage of oxygen that the
brain used.
Normally, these values are
closely matched. Powers said,
"Using PET, we confirmed that
in some patients with blocked
carotid arteries, there was an
imbalance between blood supply
and the amount of oxygen used
by the part of the brain supplied
by the blocked vessel."
The brain normally uses
about 30 percent of the oxygen
that's carried to it in the blood,
but this amount can double
during hemodynamic failure. Of
the 81 patients studied, 39 had
» IIIMM—wwwmmmmmmmmmm
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"... this study clearly
indicates that oxygen
metabolism in the brain
is important to stroke
risk...."
ROBERT

L. GRUBB

PET scans that showed increased
oxygen extraction, and 42 had
normal scans. In the group with
increased oxygen extraction, 12
patients (31 percent) suffered
strokes. Only three of the
patients (7 percent) with normal
oxygen extraction rates had
strokes. And 11 of the 12 strokes
suffered by patients with
increased oxygen extraction
occurred on the same side of the
brain as the artery blockage, near
the brain area that was using
more oxygen than normal.
"We were very surprised by
the number of strokes in the

Physical therapist Sahrmann
receives APTA lecture award
Honor recognizes lifetime achievement
Shirley A. Sahrmann, Ph.D.,
professor of physical therapy
at the School of Medicine, has
received the Mary McMillan
Lecture Award from the American Physical Therapy Association
(APTA). The award, the highest
given by the APTA, recognizes
lifetime achievements of an
individual whose work will have a
lasting effect on the profession of
physical therapy.
In accepting the award,
Sahrmann, also professor of cell
biology and physiology and
associate professor of neurology,
addressed the association's
membership at its 1998
Annual Conference in
Orlando, Fla., where she
shared professional
perspectives and
projections for the future
of physical therapy.
She graduated from
Washington University
in 1958 with a bachelor's
degree in physical
Sahrmann:
therapy and joined the
therapist
medical school in 1959
as a staff physical therapist at the
Irene Walter Johnson Institute of
Rehabilitation. She received a
master's degree in neurobiology
in 1971 and a doctoral degree in
neurobiology in 1973 from the
University.
Sahrmann initially studied
stroke patients suffering from
hemiplegia, a paralysis of one side
of the body. She became interested in their hyperactive muscle
reflexes. In a landmark study, she
showed that the hyperactive reflex
of hemiplegia is not the primary
cause of the inability to move but

is merely a symptom. This
finding forced physical therapists
to rethink treatment techniques
directed at alleviating muscle
hyperactivity.
Sahrmann analyzes movement patterns and muscle
imbalances and has determined
that corrective exercises can
eliminate many people's
musculoskeletal pain problems.
She is concerned that movement
problems tend to be cumulative
leading to major trauma and
pain syndromes. Therefore, she
has developed stretching and
strengthening exercises to correct
the alignment and
improve the flexibility
of the trunk and lower
half of the body.
Sahrmann also
advocates the development of generally
accepted classification
and diagnostic systems
for each condition
Renowned physical therapists
treat. Currently, she is
establishing systematic
ways to classify lower back pain.
Sahrmann has received
numerous other awards,
including the 1997 Henry O. and
Florence P. Kendall Practice
Award, also from the APTA. She
has been recognized locally by
the Missouri Chapter of the
APTA, nationally through
invited lectureships and presentations across the country and
internationally as keynote
speaker at the national congresses of the Canadian and
Australian Physiotherapy
associations.

group with hemodynamic
failure," Grubb explained. "We
did not anticipate the discrepancy, but we think this study
clearly indicates that oxygen
metabolism in the brain is
important to stroke risk and that
available medical treatments do
little to alter risk."
But the investigators think
surgical therapy might be helpful.
They want to revisit a surgical
technique called extracranialintracranial (EC-IC) bypass
surgery. In the operation, a
neurosurgeon takes an artery
outside of the brain and connects
it to a vessel inside the brain. The
approach is designed to improve
blood flow to the brain and
reduce the stroke risk.
A 1985 multicenter study
showed that the EC-IC bypass
was no better than medical
therapy in reducing risk of stroke,
but that was before the risk of
hemodynamic failure had been
clarified. Now, Powers and Grubb
hope to test the surgery in a study
of patients with known hemodynamic failure. The bypass surgery
might benefit this group if it can
raise blood volume and lower the
percentage of oxygen extracted
from the blood.

SO yOU Wailt tO be a dOCtOr? Fourth-year medical
student Amanda Heidemann talks to Derrek Deida and other
students at Francis Howell High School in St. Charles, Mo.,
about becoming a physician. Heidemann, a graduate of Francis
Howell, speaks occasionally at area high schools to advise
students how to prepare for careers in medicine.

Combat has little influence on
health problems in Vietnam vets
Investigators at the Veterans'
A. Eisen, M.D., associate professor
Affairs Medical Center and the
of medicine and staff physician
School of Medicine have found
for the Department of Veterans'
that the psychological trauma of
Affairs. He pointed out that while
combat had little effect on the
it is relatively easy to find subjects
physical health of Vietnam
exposed to substantial psychologiveterans 20 years after their
cal stress from combat, it is
experience in Southeast Asia.
difficult to find an appropriate
Studying more than 4,700
control group — individuals who
pairs of identical and fraternal
are very similar yet lack combat
twin brothers who
exposure.
served during the
"Everything about
Vietnam War, the
the characteristics of
researchers found that
people is explained by
combat played only a
some combination of
minor role in health
inherited factors and
problems such as
environmental experihypertension, respiraences," Eisen explained.
tory difficulty and
"Twins provide a
gastrointestinal disorwonderful way to better
ders. The findings,
understand this because
Eisen: Veterans
reported in the Sept. 23
if we find differences
researcher
issue of Psychosomatic
between twin siblings,
Medicine, show that inherited
those differences must be due to
factors and environmental
influences from outside of the
experiences not related to combat
family."
explain more than 90 percent of
The research team, which
reported health problems.
included colleagues at the
Past studies that have sugUniversity of Illinois, Saint Louis
University, Boston University and
gested an association between
combat and physical health lacked
Harvard Medical School, gathered
adequate control groups, accorddata from identical and fraternal
ing to principal investigator Seth
twins in 1987 by mail or tele-

phone, using a 30-page questionnaire. The veterans who were
identical twins had exactly the
same genes, and those who were
fraternal twins shared about half
of their genes. The veterans'
mean age at the time of the study
was 38, and they had an average
of 19 years of military service.
The investigators found that,
for the entire group of twins,
inherited factors explained about
54 percent of the reports of
hypertension, while combat
exposure explained less than one
percent. For joint disorders such
as arthritis, genetics accounted
for 37 percent of the incidence in
twins, while combat exposure
explained only 2.6 percent.
Combat veterans did report
greater hearing loss and skin
problems. In all, combat
experiences explained no more
than 10 percent of current health
problems in Vietnam vets.
Eisen suggests a follow-up
study be done because the
emotional distress caused by
combat may take years to
become evident in veterans'
psychological and physical
health.

Mueller named assistant vice chancellor for international affairs
Daniel K. Mueller, Ph.D., has
been appointed assistant vice
chancellor for international affairs
at the School of Medicine.
In addition to his appointment
at the medical school, Mueller will
remain director of International
Healthcare Services for BJC
Health System. In his new
combined position, Mueller will
work to increase global awareness
of the reputations and available
services of BJC hospitals and of
School of Medicine physicians.
The appointment was
announced by William A. Peck,
M.D., executive vice chancellor for
medical affairs and dean of the
medical school.
"Dan Mueller will help us
enhance the visibility of the
School of Medicine in important
international settings and further

cement the relationship between
the school and BJC," Peck said.
"We look forward to working with
Dan and our faculty physicians to
provide the world's citizens with
cutting-edge health care services."
Mueller hopes to attract more
international patients to the
Washington University Medical
Center and to gain contracts
managing health care facilities in
other countries, especially in Latin
America and Pacific Rim nations.
"Our current volume of
international patients is not up to
the level of expertise that resides at
the BJC hospitals at Washington
University Medical Center,"
Mueller said. "We would like to
greatly increase the number of
international patients who come
to us for treatment, and we hope
to share our expertise and deliver

care on a local basis whenever
possible."
BJC and the University are in
discussions to provide care in the
Philippines, Greece, the United
Arab Emirates and the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Mueller believes
those contracts will act as a vehicle
for physician referral, physician
exchange programs and continuing
medical education.
A former Peace Corps volunteer,
Mueller rose to the rank of Peace
Corps Country Director for Western
Samoa and the Cook Islands. He
also is the former chief executive
officer and project director for the
280-bed Al Amal Hospital in
Dammam, Saudi Arabia. Prior to
that, he was a project director at the
University of Missouri School of
Medicine's Health Services Management Program.
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University Events
Myth and memory • East Asian diaspora • Concert in the Quad
Exhibitions

Lectures

"Early Modern European and American
Art."Through Oct. 25. Upper Gallery 2,
Gallery of Art. 935-4523.

Thursday, Oct. 1

"Magnificent Rome: A 16th-century View."
Through Oct. 25. Lower Gallery 1, Gallery
of Art. 935-4523.
"19th-century American Art." Through Dec.
13. Lower galleries 3 and 4, Gallery of Art.
935-4523.

8 a.m. Office of Continuing Medical
Education seminar. "Contemporary
Cardiothoracic Surgery." (Continues
through Oct. 3.) Eric P. Newman Education
Center. For costs and to register, call
362-6287.

"The Realist Vision: 19th-century European
Art." Through Oct. 25. Lower Gallery 2,
Gallery of Art. 935-4523.

Noon. Office of Continuing Medical
Education program. Fifth annual "Current
Topics in Cardiothoracic Anesthesia."
(Continues through Oct. 3.) Eric P.
Newman Education Center. For costs and
to register, call 362-6891.

Films

4 p.m. Chemistry seminar. "A van der
Waals Description of Capillary Rise: A
Density Functional Formulation." Ronald
A. Lovett, prof, of chemistry. Room 311
McMillen Lab. 935-6530.

Friday, Oct. 2
6 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series.
"Boogie Nights." (Also Oct. 3, same times,
and Oct. 4, 6 p.m.) Cost: $3 first visit; $2
subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown Hall.
935-5983.
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series. "The
Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the
Desert" shown in Cinemascope. (Also Oct.
3, same time, and Oct. 4, 9 p.m.) Cost: $3
first visit; $2 subsequent visits. Room 100
Brown Hall. 935-5983.

Tuesday, Oct. 6
7 and 9 p.m. Foreign and Classic Series.
"Satyricon." (Also Oct. 7, same times.)
Cost: $3 first visit; $2 subsequent visits.
Room 100 Brown Hall. 935-5983.

Wednesday, Oct. 7
6 p.m. Japanese Film Series."Black Rain."
(English subtitles). Room 219 Ridgley Hall.
935-5110.

Friday, Oct. 9
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series.
"Shawshank Redemption." (Also Oct. 10,
same times, and Oct. 11,7 p.m.) Cost: $3
first visit; $2 subsequent visits. Room 100
Brown Hall. 935-5983.
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series. "The
Highlander." (Also Oct. 10, same time, and
Oct. 11, 9:30 p.m.) Cost: $3 first visit; $2
subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown Hall.
935-5983.

4 p.m. The Cancer Center Seminar Series.
"Radiotherapy for the Next Millennium."
Alvaro Martinez, chair of radiation
oncology, William Beaumont Hospital.
Third Floor Aud., St. Louis Children's
Hospital. 747-0359.
8 p.m. Writing Program
colloquium. "The High
Diction—What Does it
Mean Today?" Adam
Zagajewski, poet
and prof, of
creative writing,
University of
Houston. Hurst Lounge, Dunker Hall.

935-7130.

Friday, Oct. 2
8:45 a.m. Digestive Diseases Research
Core Center symposium. "Interactions
Between Microbes and the Gl Tract."
Steinberg Aud., Barnes-Jewish Hospital
North. 362-8941.
Noon. Cell biology and physiology
seminar. "Participation of Matrix in the
Activation of Latent TGF-beta: In Vitro and
In Vivo Studies." Daniel B. Rifkin, cell
biology dept., NYU Medical Center. Room
426 McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-2254.
1:45 p.m. School of Architecture Monday
Night Lecture Series. "Pale Houses, Silent
Shadows." Jennifer Bloomer, prof, of
architecture and din, Post-professional
Graduate Program and the Lab. for
Experimental Design, Iowa State U.
Steinberg Aud. 935-6200.
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'On the Birth of the Cool

Assembly Series features music critic Greil Marcus
Music critic and author
Greil Marcus will
deliver a lecture tided
"On the Birth of the Cool" at 11
a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 7, in
Graham Chapel as part of the
Assembly Series. The lecture is
free and open to the public.
There will be an informal
discussion with Marcus at 2 p.m.
that afternoon in the Women's
Building Formal Lounge.
Marcus has been writing
about music for 30 years and is
one of pop music's best-known
critics. In 1969, while working as
a music columnist for the San
Francisco Express Times, he
became Rolling Stone's first
records editor. He was a music
critic for Creem magazine from
1970 to 1975 and a book
columnist for Rolling Stone
from 1975 to 1980. He also has
written extensively for
Artforum, the Village Voice,
Interview and The New York
Times.
His 1975 book "Mystery
Train: Images of America in Rock

5:30 p.m. School of Architecture Monday
Night Lecture Series. "Place and Identity
in Los Angeles." Diane Ghirardo, prof, of
architecture, USC. Steinberg Aud.
935-6200.

Award-winning poet
Anthony Butts, whose
debut collection, "Fifth Season,"
was published in 1997, will read
from his work at 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 13, to open the
1998-99 Reading Series
sponsored by the International
Writers Center in Arts and
Sciences. The reading will take
place at the West Campus
Conference Center.
The seventh of nine
children, Butts grew up in a
southwest neighborhood of
Detroit. Afflicted by child-A
hood blindness, he was
\
educated in classes for visually
and mentally impaired students
before entering Detroit Senior
Renaissance High School.
Butts, now pursuing a
doctorate in poetry and critical
theory at the University of
Missouri-Columbia, chronicles
his physical and intellectual
coming of age in "Fifth Season."
The volume is divided into
three poem cycles: "Detroit,
City of Straits," which centers
on his impoverished childhood;
"Writing the Body," which
follows him through early
experiences with violence and
burgeoning sexuality; and "The
Imaginary Gods," in which the
increasingly confident author
muses on his own journey
while pondering the classical
myth of Orpheus, who
attempts to rescue his wife
Eurydice from Hades.
"At first, it was very difficult
to put classical allusions in my

Reading Series
Who Poet Anthony Butts
Where West Campus Conference
Center
When 8 p.m. Oct. 13
Cost $5; free for students and senior
citizens.

poems because I was so intent on
finding my own way, of creating
new forms," Butts said. "I was very
distrustful of other people's
systems as a child. I would learn
things, but not by rote — I'd want
to find my own way of doing
them."
"I kind of latched onto the
Orpheus myth as an undergraduate, though with 'The Imaginary
Gods' I didn't realize that I
actually was writing about it until
the fifth or sixth poem," Butts
admitted. "For me, it's been the
clearest example of the unconscious at work."
"First Season" won a Small
Press Award the year it was
published. Poet Sherod Santos
praised the work as "both proof
and exemplar of Chekhov's claim
that art exists to prepare the soul
for tenderness.... The greatest
accomplishment of this book is
the way it manages to preserve,
however brutal its subject matter,
a raw susceptibility to the most
mute and ineffable moments of
wonder.... That any first book can
manage such a feat is, in itself,
remarkable."
Butts holds degrees from
Wayne State University in Detroit

Where Graham Chapel
When 11 a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 7
Admission Free and open to the
public

'n' Roll Music," now in its third
edition, examines the myths and
images behind the music of some
of the century's most important
popular musicians and is regarded
by Rolling Stone as "probably the
best book ever written about rock."
His most recent book is "Invisible
Republic: Bob Dylan's Basement
Tapes," a look at the various folk
and blues traditions that in many
ways found their culmination in
Dylan's late 196Q*s recordings with
The Band.
Marcus served as director of
the National Book Critics Circle
from 1983 to 1989 and as a
member of the Executive Board of
the College of Letters and Science
at the University of California- *
Berkeley from 1992 to 1998.

and dir., Graduate Program in
Architecture. Steinberg Aud. 9356200.

In 1989, Marcus was the
co-curator of an exhibition titled
"On the Passage of a Few People
Through a Rather Brief Moment
in Time: The Situationist
International, 1957-1972," which
appeared in Paris' National
Museum of Modern Art,
London's Institute of Contemporary Art and Boston's Institute of
Contemporary Art. In addition,
he is director of Pagnol et Cie, the
proprietary company for
Berkeley's Chez Panisse restaurant, often listed as one of the best
restaurants in the United States.
Marcus earned a bachelor's
degree in American studies in
1967 and a master's in political
science in 1968, both from the
University of CaliforniaBerkeley. He has lectured often at
Berkeley and other universities
and also at museums and art
institutes in the United States
and Europe.
For more information, visit
the Assembly Series Web page at
http://wupa.wustl.edu/assembly
or call 935-5285.

Thursday, Oct. 8
4 p.m. Joint Center for East Asian Studies
Colloquium Series. "The
East Asian Diaspora in
the New World." Roger
Daniels, the Charles
Phelps Taft Professor
of History, U. of
Cincinnati. Room 30
January Hall. 935-4448.

6 and 8:30 p.m. WU Association Travel
Lecture Series. "Stories From the Holy
Lands." Sandy Mortimer. Cost: $4.50.
Graham Chapel. 935-5212.

6:45 p.m. School of Architecture
Monday Night Lecture Series.
"History and Memory." Stanford
Anderson, prof, of history and
architecture and head, architecture
dept., MIT. Steinberg Aud. 935-6200.

Saturday, Oct. 3

Sunday, Oct. 4

1:30 p.m. School of Architecture Monday
Night Lecture Series. "Myth and
Memory." Jo Noero, the Ruth and
Norman Moore Professor of Architecture

11 a.m. School of Architecture
Monday Night Lecture Series.
Special presentation by author
Douglas Cooper. Rooms 113-115
Givens Hall. 935-6200.

4 p.m. Women's Studies program and
Asian and Near Eastern languages and
literatures lecture. "Feminism in Israel."
Hannah Safran, coordinator, women's
studies, Haifa U., Israel. Room 211 Busch
Hall. 935-5102.

Monday, Oct. 5

Friday, Oct. 9

Noon-1 p.m. Molecular biology and
pharmacology seminar. "Notch
Signaling in Mice." Thomas Gridley,
staff scientist, The Jackson Lab. The
Philip Needleman Library, Room
3907 South Bldg. 362-2725.

Noon. Cell biology and physiology
seminar. "The Evolutionary Origins and
Molecular Basis of Cellular Differentiation
in Volvox." David L. Kirk, prof, of biology.
Room 426 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 747-4233

Celebrated young poet opens series
BY LIAM OTTEN

Assembly Series

and Western Michigan University. He currently is working on
another poem cycle, "Evolution," for Fine Press.
Butts will be introduced by
James E. McLeod, vice chancellor for students and dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at
Washington University. A book
signing will follow the reading.
The Reading Series continues
Dec. 8 with novelist Ben
Marcus, a recipient of the
Pushcart Prize, and Feb. 9,1999,
with Lydia Davis, an awardwinning novelist, short-story
writer and
translator.
The season
concludes
April6,
1999, with
poet Sarah
Lindsay,
whose first
book,
"Primate
Behavior,"
Butts: Awardwas a

winning
a poet
r

finalist for the 1997 National
Book Award.
Now in its sixth season, the
Reading Series is underwritten
by the Arts and Education
Council, the Lannan Foundation, the Missouri Arts Council,
the Regional Arts Commission
and Mary and Max Wisgerhof.
A season subscription is $15.
Individual readings are $5 and
free for students and senior
citizens. Arts and Education
Council cardholders receive a
two-for-one discount.
For more information, call
935-5576.

2 p.m. Physics condensed matter
seminar. "Electrical Properties of
Carbon Nanotubes." Jia G. Lu, asst.
prof, of electrical engineering. Room
241 Compton Hall. 935-6276.
4 p.m. Biology lecture."DNA
Methylation and Epigenetic
Inheritance." Eric Richards, asst.
prof, of biology. Room 322 Rebstock
Hall. 935-6853.

Tuesday, Oct. 6
Noon. Molecular Microbiology and
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar
Series. "Cell Surface Receptors for
Viral gD and Their Participation in
Herpes Simplex Virus Entry." Patricia
G. Spear, prof, and chair of
microbiology and immunology,
Northwestern U. Cori Aud., 4565
McKinley Ave. 362-2746.

Wednesday, Oct. 7
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand
Rounds. "Psychology of Pain."
Beverly J. Field, staff psychologist,
psychiatry dept. Wohl Hospital Bldg.
Aud., 4960 Children's Place.
362-6978.
11 a.m. Assembly Series lecture
the Birth of the Cool." Greil
Marcus, music critic and author.
Graham Chapel.
935-5285.
3:30 p.m. Physics
colloquium. "Computational Speedup from
Quantum Mechanics." Edward
Farhi, prof, of physics, Center for
Theoretical Physics, MIT. Room 204
Crow Hall. 935-6276.
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular
biophysics seminar. "Patterning the
Fly Retina for Color Vision." Claude
Desplan, assoc. prof., The Rockefeller
University, New York. Cori Aud., 4565
McKinley Ave. 362-0261.

Music
Sunday, Oct. 4
3 p.m. Concert. Washington U.
Symphony Orchestra. Dan
Presgrave, dir., and Elizabeth
Macdonald, dir. of strings.
Brookings Quadrangle.
935-4841.

Orchestra plans
concert in quad
The Department of Music in
Arts and Sciences will present
a concert by the Washington
University Symphony Orchestra at
3 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 4, in
Brookings Quadrangle. Dan
Presgrave, instrumental music
coordinator in the music department, will conduct the concert,
along with Elizabeth Macdonald,
coordinator of strings.
The 75-member orchestra will
perform Ludwig van Beethoven's
Symphony No. 1 in C major,
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's
"Eine kleine Nachtmusik," Claude
Debussy's "Petite Suite" and
George Frederick Handel's
Overture to "Bernice."
The concert is free and open to
the public. For more information,
call (314) 935-4841.
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Liberating the book within you
Fine Arts Institute schedules 17 autumn workshops
BY LIAM OTTEN

Admit it: Somewhere deep
down, you've got a book
inside you struggling to
get out. Well, you're in luck
because this fall the School of
Art is sponsoring a series of
Saturday workshops designed to
help you realize that potential
volume. Over the next three
months, the Fine Arts Institute
— the School of Art's continuing education program — will
offer more than a dozen
workshops to help demystify
that elusive animal, the creative
process, with particular
emphasis on the art of bookmaking.
"These workshops will offer
art-making opportunities for
everyone," said Linda Ardakani,
assistant director of the Fine
Arts Institute. "Students will
learn about everything from
developing content to illustrating stories, making paper,
designing book pages and
actually binding the book."
"They'll also have a lot of
fun," Ardakani added.
All workshops are open to
the public and held at Bixby
Hall unless otherwise noted.
Costs range from $15 to $40.
For times, more information or
to register, call 935-4643.
The workshops are:
•Oct. 10,17 and 24, "How
Did They Paint That?" — Each

Performances
Friday, Oct. 2
8 p.m. OVATIONS! Series performance.
"Gray on Gray: A Lifelong Conversation." Spalding Gray and Rockwell Gray.
Cost: $23. Edison Theatre. 935-6543.

workshop features a local
painter putting pigment to
canvas in the manner of a
particular famous artist, using a
work from the University's
Gallery of Art as a reference
point;iield in the Gallery of Art.
• Oct. 17, "Identifying Print
Processes" — Printmaker Robert
Goetz will discuss how to
differentiate a lithograph from a
serigraph, a woodcut from an
engraving, letterpress from
offset printing and other topics.
• Oct. 24, "Book Design" —
Kay Michael Kramer, former
director of art and design for
St. Louis-based Mosby Publishing, will teach the fundamentals
of book design, including
typeface, materials, reproduction methods and simple
binding techniques.
• Oct. 24, "Making a Family
Storybook" — Connie Mclntyre,
author of "A Good River Day:
Adventures on the Delaware
River," will discuss her works,
which often are based on her
family, and help students begin
works of their own.
• Oct. 31, "Basic Book
Binding" — Bookbinder John
Bielik will lead students step by
step through the process of book
binding, with emphasis on book
structure and the creation of
hand-stitched, hardcover
volumes.
• Nov. 7, "Polaroid Manipulation" — author Sharon Pettus

will demonstrate how to "draw"
with Polaroid images; held at
the Missouri Botanical Garden.
• Nov. 14, "Make the Bunny
Hop" — Bob Smith, professor
emeritus in the art school, will
teach students to make their
own pop-up books; held in the
Lewis Center.
• Nov. 21, "Book Preservation and Repair" — Roxanna
Herrick, head of preservation at
Olin Library, will tear a book
apart and take students through
the process of putting it back
together, offering an overview
of preservation issues, supplies
and resources along the way.
• Nov. 21, "Accordion
Triangle Books" — Book artist
Karyl Howard will lead students
step by step through the process
of creating accordion triangle
books, which open three
different ways, each revealing a
different sequence of pages.
• Dec. 5, "Embellished Gift
Books" — Artist Gayle Coscia
will guide students through the
process of creating one-of-akind origami and accordion
fold books.
The series also will cover
topics including photography,
paper making and marbling.
Additionally, there will be six
biweekly sessions on developing
a personal drawing style, led by
artist/psychotherapist Sun
Smith Foret. The series
concludes Dec. 12.

1:30 p.m. Men's soccer team vs. Brandeis
U. Francis Field. 935-5220.

<¥ •

Thursday, Oct. 8
7:30 p.m. Men's soccer team vs. N. Park
College. Francis Field. 935-5220.

Friday, Oct. 9
5:15 p.m. WU National Invitational.
Volleyball team vs. Simpson College. Field
House. 935-5220.

8 p.m. Performing arts dept. performance. "Company." Stephen Sondheim
musical. Annamaria Pileggi, dir. (Also
Oct. 3,8,9 and 10, same time, and Oct.
4, 3 p.m.) Cost: $10; $8 for faculty,
staff, students and senior citizens. The
A.E. Hotchner Studio Theatre. 935-6543.

7:30 p.m. WU National Invitational.
Volleyball team vs. Juniata College. Field
House. 935-5220.

Saturday, Oct. 3

10 a.m. All-Missouri/Border State
Championships. Men's and women's
cross country. Forest Park. 935-5220.

8 p.m. OVATIONS! Series performance.
"Morning, Noon & Night." Spalding
Gray. Cost: $23. Edison Theatre.
935-6543.

Friday, Oct. 9
8 p.m. OVATIONS! Series performance.
"Rennie Harris Puremovement." (Also
Oct. 10, same time, and Oct. 11,2p.m.)
Co-sponsored by Dance St. Louis. Cost:
$23. Edison Theatre. 935-6543.

Saturday, Oct. 10

10 a.m. WU National Invitational.
Volleyball team vs. Savannah College of
Art and Design. Field House. 935-5220.
3 p.m. WU National
Invitational. Volleyball team
vs. Hope College. Field
House. 935-5220.
7 p.m. Football team vs.
Trinity U. (Homecoming).
Francis Field. 935-5220.

Miscellany
Wednesday, Oct. 7
11:30 a.m. St. Louis STD/HIV Prevention
Training Center live interactive
satellite broadcast. "Caring for Women:
Management and Prevention of
Cervicitis and Pelvic Inflammatory
Disease." West Pavilion Aud., BarnesJewish Hospital. Register by Oct. 6 at
747-1522.

Saturday, Oct. 10
1:30-3 p.m. Fine Arts Institute. "How Did
They Paint That?" Demonstration by
painter Margery Imster of techniques
used by Henri Matisse in "Still Life With
Oranges." Cost: $15. Gallery of Art.
935-4643.

Sports
Friday, Oct. 2
5 p.m. Women's soccer team vs. U. of
Rochester. Francis Field. 935-5220
7:30 p.m. Men's soccer team vs. U. of
Rochester. Francis Field. 935-5220.

Sunday, Oct. 4
11 a.m. Women's soccer team vs.
Brandeis U. Francis Field. 935-5220.

Seeing the campus sights sophomore Paul jacobson
leads a group of high school seniors and their parents on a
campus tour Thursday, Sept. 24. The visitors joined many
prospective students who were on campus for an Arts and
Sciences Preview Weekend, designed specifically for students
interested in the social sciences. The weekend is one of a series
focused on academic disciplines offered by the Office of
Admissions and Arts and Sciences.

Liederabend' concert set for Oct. 11

The departments of Music and
Germanic Languages and
Literatures, both in Arts and
Sciences, will present their annual
"Liederabend" at 4 p.m. Oct. 11.
The concert is free and open to
the public and will take place in
Steinberg Auditorium.
Literally translated as "evening
of song," "Liederabend" is a
German term referring to a recital
given by a singer and pianist,
particularly of works by 19thcentury composers such as Franz
Schubert, Robert Schumann,
Johannes Brahms and Hugo Wolf.
The Oct. 11 performance will
feature Maryse Carlin, instructor
in harpsichord and piano in the
music department, and two guest
artists, the husband-and-wife
team of Joyce Andrews, soprano,
and Frank Hoffmeister, tenor,
both associate professors of voice
at the University of WisconsinOshkosk.

The program includes songs by eight love songs based on poems
19th-century composers Clara
by Adalbert von Chamisso, which
Schumann and Robert Schumann. he wrote at the time of their
Robert Schumann succeeded
marriage.
Franz Schubert as the foremost
Also on the program is Hugo
composer of German lieder in the
Wolf's cycle "Italienisches
first half of the 19th century, while Liederbuch." Wolf, a friend and
Clara Schumann is widely
contemporary of Gustav Mahler,
regarded as
was the leading
that century's
Austrian comforemost
poser of lieder in
Liederabend
female concert
the latter part of
pianist.
the 19th century.
Where Steinberg Auditorium
Married in
Egon Schwarz,
1840, the .
When 4 p.m. Oct. 11
the Rosa May
couple
Distinguished
Admission Free and open to the
collaborated
University
public
on numerous
Professor
works,
Emeritus in the
including the set "Twelve Songs
Humanities in the Germanic
from F. Riickert's Liebesfruhling,
languages and literatures departOpus 37/12." One song from that
ment, will begin the evening with
work, "Liebst du um Schonheit," is a short commentary about the
included in the concert, as is
songs' texts.
Robert Schumann's cycle
For more information, call
"Frauenliebe und Leben," a set of
935-4841.

Sports Section
Football Bears r ally
Junior Mike Gallo scon :d on a
one-yard touchdown n in with
3 minutes, 44 seconds r emaming in the game to cap 1 /vasnington University's secc n"
second-half comeback n as
many home games Sati rda|>
Sept. 26, as the Bears ra
lhedfor
a 27-21 victory over Ca
Western Reserve Univei sity at
Francis Field. The Bear 5(3-!)
opened their Universit) 'Athletic
Association (UAA) scht :dule
with a win for the fifth straight
year and won for the ei ghth
consecutive time at hor ne after
outscoring Case Wester n 20-7
in the game's final 30 n linutes.
WU has trailed at halft me in
each of the last three ga mes (the
Bears have won two of those
games) and outscored t ne
opposition 85-20 in the second
half this season.

Soccer team wi

■S
The men's soccer team scored
only two goals last wee c but it

was enough for the Bears to
secure a pair of non-conference
victories at home. The Bears
defeated Principia College 1-0
Sept. 23 as senior Dan Gansler
headed home the game-winner
in the ninth minute. Jim
Patterson, another senior, netted

Jenny Cafazza and Meg Vitter
had outstanding tournaments as
well. Cafazza hit .451 on the
weekend with 53 kills and added
43 digs. Vitter dished out 251
assists and added 35 digs, 15
service aces and 22 kills.

the lone goal Sept. 27 in the

WOlTien S SOCCer WJnS

Bears'1-Ovictory over Marian

tWO ITiatCheS

VOlleVball team

offense and a stingy defense, the

Powered by a high-octane
ovtonHe efroalr

University's second-ranked

eXienOS SireaK

women's soccer team ran its

The University's top-ranked
women's volleyball team ran its
conference winning streak to
115 matches by winning the
UAA round robin tournament
at home last weekend. The Bears
dropped just one game in
winning all eight matches and
now have a 132-1 all-time
record in the conference. Senior
Jennifer Martz led the way by
pounding 93 kills and 31 blocks.
She hit .455 for the tournament
and was name
d the UAA Player
or
" the Week. Fellow seniors

winning streak to six games
with a pair of victories last week.
Junior forward Rachel Sweeney
tied her own school record with
four goals and added an assist in
an 8-0 win over Carleton
College Saturday, Sept. 26.
Freshman Jessica Glick tallied
her first career two-goal game
and senior Lori Thomas and
junior Lynn Telken each scored
goals. Thomas added a pair of
goals and Sweeney her teamleading 14th tally in a 4-1 win
over St. Olaf College on Sunday, ■

Sept.; 17. Freshman goalkeeper
Steph inie Peters ran her record
to 6-1 -0 on the year.

ners place second

RllH
,, ...
Inishes by several indi.,
runners helped the men's
,
W omen's cross country teams
^
ur of second-place finishes
Fridlij r, Sept. 25, at the BrissmanLunde en Augustana College
^rof Country Invitational in
sland, 111. Senior Emily
™ck
cha rd took first in a field of
f'
inners, covering the 5,000course in a season-best
^TQ
Sophomore Susan Chou
urth in 18:39 and senior
~lQ'ee" McAllister was 10th in
Junior Tim Julien was
U'A
n a field of 232 with a
l-best 25:42 on the 8,000meter course.
Compile i by Kevin Bergquist, director, sports
informat ion, and Keith Jenkins, asst. director,
^ol?s ir formation. For up-to-date news about
ton University's athletics program,
access t ne Bears' Web site at
rescomp .wustl.edu/-athletics/.
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Board hears final plans
for capital campaign

Greeilleaf S Oil th6 field The University's a cappella group the Greenleafs lead the fans in
singing the "Star-Spangled Banner" at Busch Stadium Thursday, Sept. 24, before the St. Louis
Cardinals took on the Montreal Expos. The Greenleafs brought the home team good luck: The Cards
won 6-3.

Microprobe
University receives
cutting-edge instrument
— from page 1
available today has come from
studies of the isotopic and
elemental compositions of
individual grains. The
NANOSIMS will extend the study
of such grains from a micrometer
in size — not visible to the naked
eye — to grains with a thousand
times less volume, which is more
characteristic of interstellar dust.
"This instrument will open up
a whole new world, allowing the
study of a much wider range of
presolar materials present in
primitive meteorites," Walker said.
During the past 10 years —
since "stardust" was recovered
from meteorites for the first time
— Walker; Ernst Zinner, Ph.D.,
director of the McDonnell
Center's Ion Microprobe Laboratory; Tom Bernatowicz, Ph.D.,
professor of physics; and other
center members have played
leading roles in analyzing these

Arvidson
McDonnell Distinguished
University Professor
— from page 1

University's McDonnell Center for
the Space Sciences in Arts and
Sciences, a center James S.
McDonnell funded in 1975.
Funds for the McDonnell Chair
came from a recent gift from the
JSM Charitable Trust, according to
Wrighton. Henry L. Roediger III,
chair of the Department of
Psychology in Arts and Sciences,
was the first faculty member to be
named a James S. McDonnell
Distinguished University Professor,
Arvidson is the second.
"The McDonnell family has
been extremely generous to
Washington University and their
contributions have led to major
research and program initiatives,"

grains in the laboratory and
interpreting the results. It
generally is believed that these
grains originated in stellar
atmospheres and predate the-solar
system.
The NANOSIMS is based on a
novel ion optics design by George
Slodzian, a professor at the
University of Paris. For more than
a decade, Walker, Zinner and
Frank J. Stadermann, Ph.D.,
senior research scientist in
physics, have worked on
Slodzian's prototype instrument
in Paris, testing the basic capabilities of the ion optics and other
features of the design.
In collaboration with researchers at the Max Planck Institut fur
Chemie in Mainz, Germany, the
group defined modifications that
will be incorporated into the new
instrument for superior elemental
and isotopic measurements. The
Max Planck Institut will receive a
NANOSIMS a year after the
McDonnell Center's instrument
arrives.
The NANOSIMS combines
high sensitivity with a small
incident ion beam. Isotopic studies
of tiny subgrains within circums-

tellar grains will become possible
for the first time with the new
instrument, as will isotopic
measurements of unusual glassy
objects, possibly interstellar in
origin, found in interplanetary dust
particles. The NANOSIMS also
should have a substantial impact on
terrestrial geoscience, Walker
added.
Many former students and postdoctoral researchers who have
worked with the center's current
ion microprobe are now in charge
of other ion microprobe laboratories around the world. The
McDonnell Center group has made
it a practice to make instruments
and expertise available to other
researchers, both inside and outside
Washington University.
To date, more than three dozen
researchers from 24 different
institutions in six countries have
collaborated on various ion
microprobe projects, making the
current probe a de facto international experimental facility. The
NANOSIMS also will be available
to the general scientific and
technical communities, making it
an important national resource for
the future.

Wrighton said. "We are truly
grateful and indebted to the
McDonnell family for their
interest in Washington University, both past and present."
The James S. McDonnell
Distinguished University
Professorship honors the late
James S. McDonnell (18991980), aviation pioneer and
founder of McDonnell Aircraft
Corp. "Mr. Mac" served for many
years as a University trustee and
chair of the Board of Trustees.
His interest and support of
the University are evident from
the first professorship he
established in the space sciences
in 1964 to the establishment of
the McDonnell Center for the
Space Sciences in 1975 and to
many other valuable contributions, especially in the area of
genetics and studies of the
human mind and brain. His
sons, John F. McDonnell and
James S. McDonnell III, both

trustees of the JSM Charitable
Trust, have followed their father
in their careers and in their
service to higher education.
Edward S. Macias, Ph.D.,
executive vice chancellor and
dean of Arts and Sciences, said of
Arvidson: "As a noted leader in
the field of space sciences and an
innovative and devoted teacher of
young people, Ray Arvidson is
uniquely qualified to hold the
McDonnell Distinguished
University Professorship. Ray has
been a superb leader of his
department and has found many
ways to connect people and
research in his department to
other departments in Arts and
Sciences, including leadership
roles in developing our environmental studies program and the
Division of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics. His enthusiasm and
drive," he concluded, "will bring
many more achievements to Arts
and Sciences in the future."

Depression screenings available at three locations
Students, faculty and staff are
invited to learn more about
the signs and symptoms of
depression and to participate in
free screenings at several campus
locations on National Depression
Screening Day, Thursday, Oct. 8.
Depression is more than a case
of the blues. Common symptoms
include feelings of hopelessness,
worthlessness, restlessness and
irritability, changes in sleep and
appetite, loss of energy and
thoughts of death or suicide.
Depression screenings will be
offered Oct. 8 at the following

campus locations:
• Psychological Service Center
will offer screenings from 11 a.m.
to 7 p.m. at its offices on the first
floor of the University's West
Campus facility (entranceway at
7 North Jackson Ave.). For more
information, call 935-6555 or visit
the center's homepage at http://
www.artsci.wustl.edu/psc/.
• Student Health Counseling
will offer depression screenings
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in
Room 252 Olin Library. For more
information, call 935-6666.
• Barnes-Jewish Psychiatric

Services will offer depression
screenings from 7:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the East Pavilion
Auditorium of Barnes-Jewish
Hospital South. For more information, call 362-6090.
Screenings usually take less
than an hour. Participants hear a
brief talk on the causes, symptoms
and treatments of depression
followed by a short video. Individuals complete an anonymous
written screening test for depression and have an opportunity to
discuss results with a mental health
professional.

At its fall meeting Sept. 18,
Washington University's
Board of Trustees heard
final details on the public launch
of the Campaign for Washington
University. The report was
presented by John F. McDonnell,
head of the campaign's preannouncement leadership phase,
and Sam Fox, who is chairing the
public phase that continues
through fiscal year 2004.
McDonnell, who is vice
chairman of the University's
Board of Trustees and retired
chairman of the board of
McDonnell Douglas Corp.,
outlined the activities in the
"quiet" phase of the campaign,
noting that $541 million already
had been raised in gifts and
pledges. Fox, who is chairman
and CEO of Harbour Group Ltd.,
outlined plans to meet the
$1 billion goal by June 30,2004.
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton
reviewed a number of important
University activities that had
taken place since the previous
board meeting in May, including
the University's role in Steve
Fossett's attempt to circumnavigate the globe in a hot-air
balloon. He also announced to
the Trustees that Bill Gates, head
of Microsoft Corp., would speak
to University students Oct. 13.
Wrighton noted that Gates has
asked the chancellor to host a
meeting of chief campus executives from more than 20 institutions in the St. Louis region just
prior to Gates' speech at the
Athletic Complex Field House.
Wrighton reported on the
excellent admissions results for
the fall 1998 entering class, for
which more than 16,200 applications were received. He also
reported the following:
• Naming of Daniel L. Keating,
J.D., as the new dean of the
School of Law. Keating will serve
until the appointment of his
successor, and Wrighton has
appointed an advisory committee
to assist in the search for a
permanent dean;

• Appointment of Barry Dress
as the associate vice chancellor
for alumni and development
programs to succeed David F.
Jones, who retired earlier this
year;
• Naming of Ralph S.
Quatrano, Ph.D., a national
leader in plant science research,
as new chair of the Department
of Biology in Arts and Sciences;
• The launch of the Donald
Danforth Plant Science Center, of
which the University is a
founding partner;
• Selection of Virginia Weldon
as director of the Center for the
Study of American Business;
• Saint Louis Art Museum
Director James Burke's appointment as a visiting lecturer when
his successor at the museum is
found;
• Women's volleyball Coach
Teri Clemens' 500th career win;
and
• USA Today's selection of the
University's athletics program as
one of the top 10 among NCAA
Division III colleges and universities.
Following the chancellor's
remarks, James E. McLeod, vice
chancellor for students and dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences, and Michael E.
Wysession, Ph.D., associate
professor of earth and planetary
sciences, gave a presentation on
the residential college experience
the University is developing on
the South 40. Wysession is serving
as the first residential faculty
fellow for the William Greenleaf
Eliot Residential College.
Other business before the
trustees included a report from
the development committee on
results for fiscal year 1998 and
reports from the following
standing committees: Audit,
Buildings and Grounds, Educational Policy, Hilltop Finance,
Honorary Degrees, ResearchGraduate Affairs and Student
Affairs. The Alumni Board of
Governors also made a presentation.

Employment
Use the World Wide Web to obtain complete job descriptions. Go to cf6000.wustl.edu/hr/home
(Hilltop) or medicine.wustl.edu/wumshr (Medical).

Medical
Campus
This is a partial list of
positions at the School
of Medicine.
Employees: Contact
the medical school's
Department of Human
Resources at
362-7196. External
candidates: Submit
resumes to the Office
of Human Resources,
4480 Clayton Ave.,
Campus Box 8002,

St. Louis, MO, 63110,
or call 362-7196.
Statistical Data
Analyst 990042
Medical Secretary II

990203
Clerk II990218
Purchasing
Assistant 1990230
Secretary II990259
Research Animal
Standards
Coordinator 990327
Network Technician I

990329

Social Worker/Family
Therapist 990359

Hilltop
Campus
Information regarding
positions may be
obtained in the Office of
Human Resources,
Room 130, West
Campus. If you are not a
WU staff member, call
935-9836. Staff
members call
935-5906.

Accounting Clerk

990070
Associate Dean and
Director, Executive
Programs 990073
General Services
Assistant 990084
CFU Accountant
(Budgeting) 990085
Receptionist (part
time) 990086
Receptionist 990089
Director ol Career
Center 990094

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to University Police from Sept. 21-27.
Readers with information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to
call 93S-SS55. This release is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness
and is available on the University Police Web site at rescomp.wustl.edu/-wupd.

Sept. 23

Sept. 27

10:36 a.m. — A student
reported the theft of a bicycle
valued at $200 from outside
Hurd Residence Hall. The bike
had not been locked.

2:17 p.m. — A student reported
vandalism to a car parked at the
Athletic Complex.
7:38 p.m. — A student reported
that vandals had cut an auto tire
near Simon Hall.
11:25 p.m. — A student
reported a broken door window
on a car parked on Fraternity
Row.
University Police also responded
to two auto accidents, two
suspicious persons reports, three
additional reports of vandalism,
two additional reports of theft
and one report of trespassing.

Sept. 24
10:23 p.m. — A student
reported charges made in
error against a credit card. An
investigation showed that
someone had used the
student's card numbers
fraudulently to obtain
membership in a pornographic Internet site. An
investigation is continuing.
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Notables
Of note
Jeffrey J. Brown, M.D., and
Michael D. Darcy, M.D., both
associate professors of radiology,
were named fellows of the
American College of Radiology at
the college's annual meeting held
in Pittsburgh. Brown and Darcy
were two of three Missouri
radiologists to receive this
recognition in 1998. ...
Sol L. Garfield, Ph.D.,
professor emeritus of psychology
in Arts and Sciences, was honored
at the annual meeting of the
International Society of Psychotherapy Research with a special
symposium celebrating his 80th
birthday and his contribution to
psychotherapy research....
The Section of Administrative
Law and Regulatory Practice of
the American Bar Association
(ABA) has elected Ronald M.
Levin, J.D., professor of law, to
serve as vice chair for 1998-99.
The vice chair automatically
becomes chair in 2000-2001. In
addition, Levin's article, "The
Anatomy of Chevron: Step Two
Revisited," was recently published
in the Chicago-Kent Law Review.
Levin also served on the editorial
advisory board and wrote the
section on First Amendment

aspects of lobbying regulation for
the second edition of The
Lobbying Manual, published by
the ABA....
Jessica E. Wagenseil, a firstyear graduate student in the
Department of Biomedical
Engineering, has received a threeyear renewable fellowship from
the Whitaker Foundation. The
foundation annually awards 30
fellowships nationwide to support
promising young biomedical
engineering students.

Speaking of
Dwight C. Look, M.D., assistant
professor of medicine, presented
an abstract titled "Mechanisms of
Adenoviral EIA-Mediated
Inhibition of Statl-Dependent
Gene Activation in Airway
Epithelial Cells" at the American
Lung Association/American
Thoracic Society annual meeting
in Chicago. Look's abstract was
one of 10 chosen for presentation
at the meeting, which commemorated the 50th anniversary of the
founding of the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute. ...
John C. Morris, M.D., the
Harvey A. and Dorismae Hacker
Friedman Professor of Neurology,

Symposium to celebrate
Jewish scholar's installation
Hillel J. Kieval, Ph.D., will be
is "Forgotten Blueprints for
Jewish Cultural Modernization."
formally installed as the
University's Gloria M.
The symposium resumes
Goldstein Professor of Jewish
with coffee and pastry at the
History and Thought in Arts
same location at 8:30 a.m.
and Sciences at 3 p.m. Oct. 15
Oct. 16, followed by two more
in Holmes Lounge.
presentations beginning at
Kieval, a leading scholar of
9 a.m.
the Jewish experience in
David Ruderman , a profesEurope, also has been
sor at the University of Pennsylappointed director of
vania, will speak on
the Program in Jewish
"Science, Medicine
and Near Eastern
and the TransformaStudies.
tion of Jewish Culture
The celebration
in Early Modern
continues the evening
Europe."
of Oct. 15 and the
Richard I. Cohen, a
morning of Oct. 16
professor at the
with a free public
Hebrew University of
symposium on
Jerusalem, will speak
"Science, Art and
on "Representing Jews
Kieval: New
Cultural Dissent in the Goldstein Professor and Stretching
European Jewish
Tradition."
Experience" in the Women's
Kieval then will lead a
Building Lounge.
roundtable discussion among
The symposium opens at
the three lecturers and the
8 p.m. Oct. 15 with a keynoteaudience. The gathering is
address by Talya Fishman, a
expected to adjourn at noon.
Stanford University professor
For information on the
who has written widely on the
installation ceremony and
topic of dissent within rabbinic
reception, call 935-7304. For
culture in early modern
information on the symposium,
Judaism. The title of her paper
call 935-8567.

Treena Bell Thompson named
Campus Y program director
Treena Bell Thompson has been
named program director of
Campus Y, according to Dennis
Trask, executive director of the
organization.
Thompson will coordinate the
25 student-led programs that deal
with a wide range of community
service and
community
development
issues.
"Treena
brings
exceptional
skill and
experience, as
well as a great
Bell Thompson:
heart for
Program director
community
service, to the
Campus Y," Trask said.
Prior to the appointment,
Thompson served as associate

director of client services at
Respond Inc., developing and
implementing education and
awareness programs for the
St. Louis-based agency dealing
with foster care and adoption
issues.
Thompson earned two degrees
from the University — a
bachelor's in African and AfroAmerican studies in Arts and
Sciences in 1995 and a master's
from the George Warren Brown
School of Social Work in 1997.
The Campus Y is a branch of
the YMCA of Greater St. Louis
and the YWCA of Metropolitan
St. Louis and is a United Way
member. The YWCA was chartered at the University in 1911,
with the YMCA following suit in
1912. The programs joined
together to become the Campus Y
in 1934.

recently served as invited speaker
for the sixth International
Conference on Alzheimer's
Disease and Related Disorders
held in Amsterdam. In addition,
Morris presented on "Clinical
Diagnosis of Presymptomatic
Alzheimer's Disease" during a
roundtable symposium on
individuals at risk for Alzheimer's
disease. Also in Amsterdam,
Morris was selected to present on
"Early Detection of Alzheimer's
Disease" as part of the Clinical
Leaders Program. While abroad,
he was invited to present "Incipient Alzheimer's Disease" as
visiting professor to the Dementia
Research Group of the National

Hospital for Neurology and
Neurosurgery at Queen Square,
London.

To press
Leila Sadat Wexler, J.D., LL.M.,
D.E.A., professor of law, published
a book review titled "International
Criminal Law Comes of Age" on
the first major casebook on
international criminal law in "The
Criminal Law Forum." Wexler, who
advises the Jessup International
Moot Court Competition at the law
school, also has been named to the
board of directors of the Interna-

tional Law Students Association,
which administers the competition.
Additionally, she was named to the
board of editors of the "Revue
Quebecoise de Droit International"
and has been nominated for a
position on the Executive Committee of the American Society of
Comparative Law.

Clarification
Louise Jones, whose photo
appeared on page 6 of last week's
Record, is associate director of
medical development in Alumni
and Development Programs. She.
was insufficiently identified in the
caption.

Five appointed to new positions
in engineering school this fall
Dean Christopher I. Byrnes,
Ph.D., has announced new
appointments at the School
of Engineering and Applied
Science in admissions, student
services and communications.
J. Christopher Kroeger,
formerly associate director of
engineering admissions, has been
promoted to assistant dean and
director of engineering undergraduate admissions. He joined the
engineering school in November
1990 as assistant director of the
engineering cooperative education
program.
Kroeger earned a bachelor's
degree in psychology from the
University of Northern Iowa in
1984 and a master's degree in
industrial/organizational psychology frpm fjhej University of Missouri-St. Louis in 1986. He spent 12
years in the U.S. Army Reserve and
held the rank of captain at the time
of his departure in 1997.
Kroeger directs undergraduate
engineering admissions, including
freshman transfer and dual-degree
admission. Further duties include
administering merit-based
scholarships for the engineering
school.
Jan Snow, formely associate
director of undergraduate
admissions, has been promoted to
director of engineering under-

graduate recruiting. She joined
the University in 1981 in the
Office of Undergraduate Admissions.
Snow's duties include undergraduate recruiting, transfer
admissions and dual-degree
admissions. She has been elected
to membership on the European
Council of International Schools
in U.S. College Committee. Snow
received a bachelor's degree in
history from Wake Forest
University in 1973.
John K. Russell, Ph.D.,
formerly associate dean for
academic instruction and
registrar, has been promoted to
vice dean for academic affairs.
Russell will be responsible for the
student services division.
Russell earned a bachelor's
degree in physics from the
Carnegie Institute of Technology,
and two degrees from the
University of Illinois — a master's
degree in electrical engineering in
1961 and a doctorate in 1967.
Rose C. Brower, formerly
assistant dean for engineering
communications, has been
promoted to associate dean for
engineering communications.
In her current position, Brower
develops high-visibility projects
and events; directs and develops
communications plans using

written and multimedia technology; prepares strategic plans,
presentations and publications;
and defines and implements
public relations strategy.
Brower earned a bachelor's
degree with honors in the area of
criminal justice/criminal psychology from Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale in 1975
and a master's degree with honors
in labor relations/personnel
administration from Lewis
University in 1977. She held
positions at AT&T from 1978 to
1989. She currently serves as chair
of the Missouri Health Facilities
Review Committee. Brower joined
the University in 1989.
H. Richard Grodsky, D.Sc,
formerly associate professor in
electrical engineering and director
of the engineering school's
summer school, has been
promoted to assistant dean and
registrar for the school.
Grodsky, who joined the
faculty in 1990 as assistant
professor, will be responsible for
all student records, school
publications, advising students
and enforcing academic rules.
He received three degrees in
electrical engineering from the
University — a bachelor's degree
in 1965, a master's degree in 1967
and a doctor of science in 1971.

Obituaries
C. William Emory, professor emeritus of marketing
C William Emory, Ph.D.,
• professor emeritus of
marketing at the John M. Olin
School of Business, who was on its
faculty from 1955 to 1991, died
Saturday, Sept. 19,1998, in
Clayton, Mo. He was 75 and lived
in St. Louis.
Emory taught marketing and
business research methods, and, in
1966, he was a founding director of
the Consortium for
Graduate
Study in
Management,
which
provides
scholarships to
encourage and
enable the
largest possible
Emory: Created
number of
EMBA program
talented
African-American, HispanicAmerican and Native American
college graduates to enroll in
graduate business programs.
He also revitalized the bachelor
of science in business administration program as its director from
1978 to 1982, and, in 1982, he
became the first associate dean for
the Executive MBA (EMBA)
program, which he created and

directed until his retirement in
1991.
"Bill was not just the architect
of a superb program, he encouraged his students to become part
of the Washington University
family," said John F. Danahy,
chairman of Famous-Barr Co.,
who received an MBA degree
from the University in 1985.
Stuart I. Greenbaum, Ph.D.,
dean of the business school said:
"Bill's contributions are a
durable legacy at Olin. His
development of the EMBA
program at Olin opened new
vistas and moved the school to a
steeper trajectory toward
eminence."

Emory, who was born in
Mechanicsburg, Ohio, served in
the Marine Corps and in the
U.S. Navy in World War II. He
earned three degrees — a
bachelor's, a master's and a
doctorate — from Ohio State
University in Columbus.
Among the survivors are his
wife, Jean Emory; a daughter,
Patricia Phelps of Los Angeles; a
sister, Helen Holloway of
Birmingham, Mich.; and two
grandchildren.
Memorial contributions may
be made to the Parkinson's
Disease Program at Washington
University, 660 S. Euclid Ave.,
Box 8111, St. Louis, MO, 63110.

W.W. Charters, former professor
WW. "Sandy" Charters, Ph.D.,
■ a pioneering educational
researcher and former University
professor, died after a long illness
Saturday, Sept. 12, 1998, in
Eugene, Ore. He was 77.
Formerly of Kirkwood, Mo.,
Charters joined the University in
1956 as associate professor of
education and sociology in Arts
and Sciences. He was named
professor of education in 1964

and served in that capacity until
1966 when he left for the University of Oregon. He was named
professor emeritus at Oregon in
1987.
Charters led the effort of
scholars to bring the behavioral
sciences to bear on solving
problems in education. He
published four books on school
boards, administrative behavior
and learning in social settings.
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For more than 10 years,
Aaron Hamvas, M.D.,
associate professor of
pediatrics, has been
treating newborn babies —
helping them survive and thrive
in a world outside the womb.
Many of these newborns are born
with an array of problems, from
life-threatening infections to
debilitating physical defects to
immature organs that cannot
function without technology.
And although one might think
Hamvas has encountered most
problems and can foresee how
babies will do, his experience has
been the opposite.

Tackling unanswered
questions in the care
of newborn babies
Aaron Hamvas,
M.D., finds challenge
and satisfaction
in helping infants
survive and thrive
outside the womb
V

BY DIANE DUKE WILLIAMS

"The longer I do this, the
more I've become humbled in
terms of the ability to predict
outcomes," said Hamvas, also
medical director at St. Louis
Children's Hospital neonatal
intensive care unit. "I keep
reminding myself of this every
time I'm dealing with a difficult
case that looks hopeless. I'm now
following many children several
years old who seemed hopeless at
one point and now are doing just
fine."
In the field of newborn
medicine, or neonatology, hosts
of questions about development,
diseases and technology remain
unanswered. Although frustrating at times, this aspect is the one
Hamvas enjoys most. "I like
having the ability to identify a
problem, ask a question and use
the resources of this environment
to come up with an answer that
will benefit the patient," he said.
"I like the intellectual challenge."
Hamvas' problem-solving
skills make him a great clinician,
said F. Sessions Cole, M.D.,
professor of pediatrics and
director of the School of
Medicine's Division of Newborn
Medicine. "Not only are his
opinions sought by many health
care providers at the Medical
Center, they're sought by
clinicians around the world,"
Cole said.
Hamvas is respected for his
perseverance as well. "He never
gives up when working on a
problem or an idea," said Vijay
Nama, M.D., assistant professor of
pediatrics at Saint Louis University, who was a fellow in Hamvas'
lab for two years. "If he wants to
do something, he'll do it."

Newborn lung diseases
Hamvas, whose research focuses
on genetic lung diseases in
newborns, is particularly
interested in a genetic disorder
called pulmonary surfactant
protein B (SP-B) deficiency.
Babies with this disease do not
produce a protein that keeps the
tiny air sacs in babies' lungs open
when they exhale. The lungs
eventually collapse; the current
treatment is a lung transplant.
In 1991, Hamvas, working
with former colleagues Harvey
Colten, M.D., and Lawrence
Nogee, M.D, helped identify

Aaron Hamvas, M.D., and his patient Daniel Johnson, 17 months,
who was born prematurely.
pulmonary SP-B deficiency. After
a full-term baby at St. Louis
Children's Hospital died of
respiratory distress, a medical
history showed that the mother
had given birth to a child who
had died from the same problem
18 years earlier.
Colten and Nogee identified
the specific genetic deficiency so
that physicians now can diagnose
this disorder definitively using
amniocentesis or by taking a
blood sample after the baby is
born. Early identification of the
disorder allows for the necessary

great deal of fanfare."
Hamvas relishes the many
facets of his job — clinical,
educational, research and
administrative. But during his
medical training, he didn't know
he wanted to go into academic
medicine. And as a young child,
he dreamed of becoming a
professional violinist.
Hamvas spent his childhood
in Yankton, S.D., a small college
town in the southeastern corner
of the state. His father made his
living as a music and piano
professor; his mother was a

"The longer I do this, the more I've become humbled
in terms of the ability to predict outcomes. I keep
reminding myself of this every time I'm dealing with
a difficult case that looks hopeless."
arrangements for treatment at
birth with a lung transplant.
Hamvas has been at the center
of the clinical care of SP-B
deficient infants facilitating the
diagnosis, developing strategies to
stabilize the infants for lung
transplantation and understanding the long-term outcome of
these infants following transplantation.
Hamvas and Nogee, now
associate professor of pediatrics
at Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine, still collaborate on pulmonary SP-B deficiency studies. Nogee said
Hamvas has an excellent understanding of clinical medicine and
clinical issues as well as of science.
"He has an ability to see the big
picture and to get the questions
answered," said Nogee, who
described Hamvas as quietly
effective. "He's also very unselfish
in terms of putting patients first
instead of his own agenda. He
doesn't make a big deal or fuss —
he gets things done without a

nurse. Hamvas, the oldest child,
discovered the violin as a 5-yearold and now plays in a folk
music group at his synagogue.
He became interested in
medicine in junior high, when he
had surgery on his hip. His
orthopedist had a great bedside
manner and explained everything in great detail. So he chose
medicine over music before
college, setting his sights on
orthopedic surgery.
"Although I loved the violin, I

thought the career options as a
violinist would be fairly
limited," he said. "Plus I believed
I'd have more daily challenges
with medicine." He'd always
liked science, he added.
After receiving a bachelor's
degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y.,
Hamvas entered Washington
University School of Medicine.
During an orthopedics rotation
he decided the specialty wasn't
right for him.
He became fascinated by a
different specialty that commanded a broad field of
knowledge. "Pneumonia in a
5-year-old is different than in a
6-month-old which is different
than a newborn. I was intrigued
by the many aspects of development, of disease and of the
developing child's response to
the disease," Hamvas said.
First encountering neonatology as a resident, he also was
struck by the unique challenges
of the field: the physiology, how
organs in a premature baby
function outside the womb
before they are meant to; the
technology, how physicians can
apply physiologic principles and
get immediate responses in an
effort to help the patient; and
the ethical issues involved in
care.
"I thought it was the field
where you're able to use all the
resources you've accumulated
over time and apply them in a
real-life setting," Hamvas said.

Special resources
Working with families of very
sick newborns takes special
resources that Hamvas has,
Nogee said. "He's a very
sensitive person in terms of
dealing with families who have
had real tragedies," Nogee said.
"He helps them and also tries to
learn something from the
experience that can benefit
others."
Being a parent himself helps
Hamvas relate to his patients'
families. He and his wife, Paula,
a social worker for an employee
assistance program, have three
daughters. Ann Lesley is a
freshman at Lake Forest College
near Chicago, and Corrine is a
senior and Lauren a sophomore
at Ladue High School. The
family enjoys hiking, biking,
tennis and float trips together.
And for the past three summers,
Hamvas has been a volunteer
doctor at Camp Ramah in
Wisconsin, where his children
have been campers.
Hamvas said he enjoys the
variety in his life as well as in his
job. "I want to come to work
every day because I don't know
what's going to happen," he said.
"I like knowing there will be
some sort of intellectual
challenge to be dealt with
during the course of the day."

Aaron Hamvas, M.D.
Birthplace: Yankton, S.D.
Education: B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., 1977;
M.D., Washington University School of Medicine, 1981.
Position: associate professor of pediatrics and medical director of
neonatal intensive care unit at St. Louis Children's Hospital
Hobbies: hiking, biking, tennis; plays violin in a Jewish folk music group
at his synagogue.

